
 
BIU NEWS 2012 JUNE 

2012 WBC (R1 FRANCE, R2 CATALONIA & R3 ITALY) 
●ENTRY 

Only 4 days are left  

  
  

Dear Hiro 
  
Ms. YuanYuan (Translator of China Team) told to me that the Invitation 
Letter was posted by France Organizer yesterday. Hope everything will be 
ok and China riders could go to WBC all 3 rounds. Che Xian Bin cant't 
participated in WBC for injured ankel, please check and modify the BIU 
Entry List, I have got mail about Invitation Letter from Myriam CROS of 
UFOLEP 81 and Mr. Jean Luc Chevalier today, but my mail to them was all 
failed. I would like to appreciate here for the help from all WBC organizers. 
Mr. Giuliano helped much for the comunication with France and will 
provide accomodation for Chinese Team in Italy round, Mr. 
Angle's response was very quick and also helped much for the visa matter. 
Thanks a lot for all effort you made, hope you have a nice trip in WBC 2012 
and BIU election successful. 
  
Best Regards 
Jason 

  
●PORTUGAL RIDER 

  
Dear Hiro. 
  
Yesterday we contacted with a rider from PORTUGAL, to compete in the 
race only Igualada R-2. In Portugal there is not delegate or anything.ç We 
are making with Libor license from EBU. We help and probably also with 
entry List 
  
REgards 
Dear Angel, 
  
We have the delegate in Portugal as below. I gave the list to BAC and the 
organizer in Feb. Therefore I cannot accept to issue the license without 
making contact from the rider to the delegate. This should be try first. 
Issuing license from BIU or EBU is the last choice in the case of the 
delegate does not work for the rider.. 
   



PORTUGAL "Jorge Ferreira 
Biketrial Portugal" Rua Calouste De Gulbenkian N. 419. RC 4800-257 
Guimaraes - Portugal "Tel: 965 430 211 
jorge.e.ferreira@sapo.pt 
guimaraes@bikezone.pt" 
  
Sincerely yours, 
Hiro 

  
●GB 

  
Dear Anthony, 
  
Thanks for the list. Please put NO if the person do not come to the event. In 
case you do not atrtend all events, please put someone (Morewood?) to 
work for your post. This needs a letter of attorney to the meeting in each 
round as the UK proxy delegate. 
  
Sincerely yours, 
Hiro 

  
News No. 016 dated 17/06/2012 

CHINA 
  
Thanks to Jason for your quick response.  

Dear Hiro 
  
As I got some news about EC,KC and SC, now available on xbreaker as 
below: 
  
http://www.xbreaker.com/ArticleShow.asp?ArticleID=3263 
  
http://www.xbreaker.com/ArticleShow.asp?ArticleID=3262 
  
http://www.xbreaker.com/ArticleShow.asp?ArticleID=3260 
  
Best regards 
Jason 

  
News No. 015 dated 17/06/2012 

  
 


